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Abstract
The current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has revolutionized global healthcare in an unprecedented
way and with unimaginable repercussions. Resource reallocation, socioeconomic confinement and reorganization of
production activities are current challenges being faced both at the national and international levels, in a frame of
uncertainty and fear. Hospitals have been restructured to provide the best care to COVID-19 patients while adopting
preventive strategies not to spread the infection among healthcare providers and patients affected by other diseases.
As a consequence, the concept of urgency and indications for elective treatments have been profoundly reshaped. In
addition, several providers have been recruited in COVID-19 departments despite their original occupation, resulting in
a profound rearrangement of both inpatient and outpatient care. Orthopaedic daily practice has been significantly
affected by the pandemic. Surgical indications have been reformulated, with elective cases being promptly postponed
and urgent interventions requiring exceptional attention, especially in suspected or COVID-19+ patients. This has made
a strong impact on inpatient management, with the need of a dedicated staff, patient isolation and restrictive visiting
hour policies. On the other hand, outpatient visits have been limited to reduce contacts between patients and the
hospital personnel, with considerable consequences on post-operative quality of care and the human side of medical
practice.
In this review, we aim to analyze the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the orthopaedic practice. Particular attention
will be dedicated to opportune surgical indication, perioperative care and safe management of both inpatients and
outpatients, also considering repercussions of the pandemic on resident education and ethical implications.
Keywords: Orthopaedic surgery, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, Coronavirus, Surgical indication, PPE, Education, Telemedicine,
Surgical algorithm, Elective surgery

Introduction
In December 2019, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) broke out in Wuhan, China,
causing clusters of severe respiratory illness and rapidly
spreading across the country [26]. In a matter of weeks,
several outbreaks were recognized in Italy, Spain, France
and the USA until on March 11, 2020 the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) a global pandemic, with > 100,000 cases
and 100 countries infected [53]. At the time of this writing, patients affected by COVID-19 exceeded 4 million
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globally, with approximately 280,000 deaths [52], becoming an unprecedented worldwide health issue. The need to
control the spread of COVID-19 has forced national and
international governments to implement socioeconomic
measures including confinement, arrest of non-essential
production activities and financial resources reallocation.
Healthcare services have been reorganized to handle the
COVID-19 crisis while continuing to safely guarantee urgent care to the general population.
Orthopaedic daily practice has been profoundly revolutionized by the pandemic. Most elective surgeries, accounting for a substantial part of orthopaedic activity,
have been deferred ensuring that personal protective
equipment (PPE), intensive care unit (ICU) beds and
additional workforce would be redistributed to tackle
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the COVID-19 emergency. On the other hand, conditions including severe trauma, musculoskeletal tumors
and infections, still necessitate urgent care and cannot
be delayed. As surgery requires working in a confined
space in close contact with the patient, the risk of infection transmission during the procedure and generally in
the context of patient care, is reasonably high [7]. Therefore, orthopaedic routine must be reshaped in light of an
appropriate surgical indication and COVID-19 index of
suspicion, with considerable effects of inpatient management and outpatient visit rescheduling.
In this review, we aim to analyze the complex and
continuously evolving effect of the COVID-19 pandemic
on orthopaedic surgery. Surgical indications will be discussed based on patients’ underlying condition, comorbidities and COVID-19 index of suspicion. Particular
attention will be dedicated to PPE protocols and nasopharyngeal swab indications to be adopted before, during and after surgery. Inpatient care, physical therapy,
containment and early discharge strategies will be also
addressed. Outpatient follow-up will be examined in
light of a risk-benefit ratio, also considering the novel
opportunities offered by telemedicine. Furthermore, repercussions on resident education and ethical perspectives will be debated.

of surgical masks has demonstrated to reduce the risk of
influenza [38] and SARS-CoV [60] transmission, probably by arresting the diffusion of larger droplets. In a report from Ng, 85% of the providers in close contact with
a COVID-19 patient was wearing a surgical mask and
none was infected [34]. Despite the low evidence, a recent metanalysis attested that surgical masks and N95
respirators may provide a similar protection against viral
respiratory infections during non-AGPs [9]. Therefore,
the use of surgical masks during low-risk patient interactions may be encouraged in case of respirator shortages.
Respirators are designed to protect against droplets
and aerosols and are classified upon the percentage of
filtered particles ≥300 nm. In Europe, respirators are distinguished in filtering facepiece-1 (FFP1), FFP2 and
FFP3 when filtering capacity is ≥80%, ≥94% and ≥ 99%,
respectively. Similarly, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) defines filter efficiency indicating
the percentage of filtered particles in the device nomenclature (i.e. a N95 mask filters 95% of ≥300 nm particles)
[50]. Due to the higher protective potential, the WHO
recommends that all healthcare workers should wear a
respirator (≥FFP2/N95) when performing AGPs. In all
other situations, wearing a surgical mask is reasonably
safe when providing direct care to COVID-19 patients,
especially in case of respirator scarcity [51, 58].
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Perioperative management of the orthopaedic patient in
the COVID-19 era
SARS-CoV-2 transmission and relevant protective measures

The major routes of SARS-CoV-2 transmission are
through respiratory droplets and contact with contaminated surfaces [6]. In addition, exhalation of respiratory
secretions during aerosol-generating procedures (AGPs:
tracheal intubation, non-invasive ventilation, tracheotomy, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, manual ventilation
before intubation and bronchoscopy) may produce
highly virulent airborne particles [55]. Although symptomatic patients are the primary source of infection,
asymptomatic subjects may also spread the disease and
should not be neglected [8]. Therefore, maintaining an
interpersonal distance ≥1 m is essential to minimize viral
particle dissemination during social and clinical encounters [57]. SARS-CoV-2 may persist up to 3 h in aerosols,
24 h on cardboard and 2–3 days on plastic [50]. Thence,
aeration of closed environments, appropriate use of PPE,
frequent hand hygiene and surface decontamination are
mandatory. According to the WHO, standard precautions should be universally applied and all patients
should wear a medical mask in public areas [55].
To date, several types of face masks are available and
are distinguished by different filter efficiencies. Surgical
masks are designed to prevent intraoperative contamination and have not proven to protect from droplet
spread in laboratory conditions [50]. However, the use

Surgical indication

According to the guidelines proposed by local institutions and international societies, including the American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) [1, 23] and
the American College of Surgeons (ACS) [5], elective
surgeries should be judiciously postponed depending on
the local prevalence of COVID-19 and resource availability (PPE, ICU beds, respirators and personnel). Conducting “business as usual” is firmly discouraged as it
may result in hazardous shortages of PPE and healthcare
workforce in case of unexpectedly evolving conditions.
By definition, a procedure is considered elective when
no short-term or long-term negative impact may be expected if surgical treatment is delayed. However, such
denotation is subjective in nature, as reported pain and
disability may significantly vary among orthopaedic patients, thus influencing the decisional process. Therefore,
determining which procedures are strictly elective and
which ones should be performed remains challenging.
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
have proposed a 3-tiered system considering both the
acuity of the surgical procedure and the underlying patient condition [11]. Tiers 1, 2 and 3 define low, intermediate and high acuity treatments which, if not
provided, may result in a null, partial or significant increase in patient morbidity or mortality, respectively. Patients are further designated as “a” if healthy or “b” when
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unhealthy. The CMS recommends postponing Tier 1a
operations (i.e. carpal tunnel release), considering deferral of Tier 2a procedures (i.e. joint replacement and
spine surgery) and continuing to operate Tier 3a conditions (i.e. cancers, severe trauma and “highly symptomatic patients”). However, symptom severity is subjective
and may generate unwanted ambiguity when formulating a surgical indication. To prevent any equivocacy, the
Ohio Hospital Association imposed to cancel operations
that did not match with the following criteria: “threat to
the patient’s life if surgery or procedure is not performed, threat of permanent dysfunction of an extremity
or organ system, risk of metastasis or progression of staging, risk of rapidly worsening to severe symptoms” [40].
Such principles may be useful when planning the restriction of surgical indications in case of paucity of resources during the peak of the pandemic.
Apart from treating trauma and tumors, Chang Liang
et al. also allowed to operate on day surgical cases, including arthroscopies, implant removals and soft-tissue
procedures. This early discharge policy may effectively
reduce patients’ risk of nosocomial COVID-19 infection
while not excessively weighing on healthcare resources.
Conversely, elective procedures requiring > 23 h of
hospitalization have been postponed and temporarily
tackled with pain-relieving strategies [10].
According to different surgical indications and socioeconomic measures adopted during the pandemic, an
overall diversification of orthopaedic cases compared to
normal surgical routine should be expected. Quarantine,
remote working and restriction of recreative activities
will likely result in a reduction of vehicle accidents and
work-related trauma, while school closure may increase
the rate of pediatric injuries [29]. On the other hand, as
elderly people will be more likely at home without the
aid of caregivers, an increment of fractures due to domestic falls should be foreseen as well. Fractures in the
elderly population, especially at the lower limbs, are associated with increased susceptibility to pulmonary infections and a considerable risk of mortality. In a
retrospective study of 10 patients affected by COVID-19
and hospitalized for bone fractures, Mi et al. reported increased clinical severity and mortality after open reduction and internal fixation surgery. Hence, authors
conclude that nonoperative treatment for fractures in
the elderly should be considered in the first place when
appropriate [33].
Based on the guidelines provided by the AAOS [23],
ACS [4, 5] and CMS [11], together with additional expert opinions [16, 19, 36, 42, 44, 62], we herein propose
a decisional algorithm to assist the formulation of surgical indications in orthopaedic patients during the pandemic (Fig. 1). Conditions needing urgent care are listed
in Table 1. It is advisable that the ultimate decision

whether proceed or not to surgery is made by a multidisciplinary committee composed of surgery, nursing,
anesthesia and administration representatives cautiously
considering local COVID-19 prevalence, PPE supply,
availability of workforce, ventilators and beds (including
ICU) as well as patient age and comorbidities [37].
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Preoperative workup

Immediately after patient admission, COVID-19 risk
profile and history of exposure should be thoroughly
assessed [1]. In order to minimize the chance of nosocomial infections, same-day admission should be encouraged. Patients should be contacted the day before
surgery and investigated for COVID-19 risk factors, including flu-like symptoms, travel history and harmful exposures in the previous 14 days [10]. Upon arrival,
temperature should be checked and a surgical mask provided to all patients [37]. In accordance with local resources, all patients undergoing elective surgery should
be preoperatively tested for COVID-19 [55]. In emergent
cases where surgical treatment cannot be delayed, the
test should be readily performed and processed as soon
as reasonably possible [31].
COVID-19 testing requires an upper respiratory specimen obtained with a nasopharyngeal swab. The standard
reference analysis detects viral RNA using real-time
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), a highly sensitive
test providing results in 2–6 h. In areas with no known
SARS-CoV-2 circulation, at least two different genome
targets should be assessed. In case of discordance, the
patient should be resampled. Conversely, in areas with a
high SARS-CoV-2 circulation, a negative result in presence of a high index of suspicion does not exclude the
diagnosis and requires additional analysis [56]. While
waiting for the results, contact and droplet precautions
should be adopted in addition to standard measures
[55].
Operative room setting and intraoperative precautions

Suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases should be
treated in a dedicated space, away from busy zones and
deprived of non-essential materials [47]. Operative
personnel should be reduced to the minimum and unnecessary traffic in and out the OR should be discouraged. Sales representatives should be present only if
strictly necessary [45]. Surgery should be performed in
negative-pressure ORs to avoid the dissemination of the
virus outside the theatre. However, ORs are usually
equipped with positive-pressure systems to reduce the
risk of surgical contamination. Therefore, as conversion
to negative pressure may require OR maintenance, this
should be planned with reasonable notice. If negative
pressure cannot be obtained, positive pressure should be
turned off and a portable high-efficiency particulate air
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Fig. 1 Decisional algorithm for guiding surgical indication during the COVID-19 pandemic. *A preoperative nasopharyngeal swab should be obtained
and tested for SARS-CoV-2 as soon as reasonably possible without delaying surgery. §Elective surgery indication should be judiciously pondered
depending on availability of ICU beds, ventilators, PPE, workforce, blood units as well as institutional priorities. †Suspected symptoms include fever and
at least one sign/symptom of respiratory disease, e.g., cough, shortness of breath [54].ǂIn case of a pending or undetermined result, consider whether
to postpone surgery or to proceed adopting all the precautions for suspected or COVID+ patients. ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists; HT:
hypertension; DM: diabetes mellitus; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CHD: cardiac ischemic disease

(HEPA) filtration system with frequent air changes
should be used [39].
Rodrigues-Pinto et al. proposed a workflow to safely
operate in COVID-19-dedicated ORs identifying 5 main
areas [39]:
1. Entry dressing room. Here essential PPE is donned,
including: a disposable scrub suit, surgical boots or
shoes, waterproof shoe covers, a surgical hood,
goggles or a face shield and a respirator (FFP2/N95
are recommended) [20]. Hand hygiene should be
performed before proceeding.
2. Anteroom. Here patient positioning should be
optimized before hand scrubbing. An additional
surgical hood should be worn along with nonsterile surgical gloves and a non-sterile gown to adjust the patient on the surgical bed. When

indicated, prone positioning is preferable to reduce
viral transmission through respiratory droplets [62].
Before sterile handwashing, non-sterile hood, gloves
and gown should be removed. Lead garment should
be worn if appropriate. After hand scrubbing, sterile
disposable gowns and gloves are donned. An additional pair of gloves is recommended. If surgical
helmets are employed, the use of a respirator cannot be disregarded. Indeed, unlike powered-air purifying respirators, surgical helmets mainly serve as
liquid barriers and are not provided with HEPA filters [14]. If airway management is required, all surgical personnel not needed should remain outside
the OR [3].
3. OR. The most appropriate surgical approach to
reduce operative time should be considered.
Although electrosurgical and high-speed devices
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Table 1 Orthopaedic conditions needing urgent care [4, 11, 15,
16, 19, 23, 31, 36, 42, 46, 62]

monitors and machines for intravenous drug administration outside patient rooms, so as to manage vital parameters, fluids and medications without the need to touch
the patients [31]. Visiting hours should be restricted and
a maximum of one visitor per room should be allowed.
An early discharge strategy should be adopted whenever
appropriate [37].
Departmental activity may be compartmentalized by
establishing different teams [10]: (1) an inpatient team,
responsible for visits in the ward, interdepartmental consultations and on-call services; (2) an outpatient team,
deputed to attend urgent and undeferrable postoperative visits in the clinic; (3) a surgical team, devoted
to operating on the cases that have been selected according to the criteria discussed above. This may be further
divided into sub-teams consisting of different subspecialists (i.e. spine, knee, hip, shoulder, trauma surgeons)
working on an in-house or on-call basis. Each team
should rotate every 1 or 2 weeks, followed by a preventive isolation of 14 days. Moreover, teams should have
dedicated workstations and avoid contacts among each
other, in order to reduce the risk of cross-contamination
[31]. If one provider desires not to return home after
caring for COVID-19+ or suspected cases, healthcare institutions should provide the possibility for alternative
temporary housing [37].
Following orthopaedic surgery, early physical therapy
is fundamental to recover joint mobility, function and
flexibility as well as to avoid the complications of prolonged immobilization. However, as physical therapists
work in close contact with patients, COVID-19 poses a
great risk towards their health as well. International societies recommend suspending physical therapy treatments for all orthopaedic issues excepting trauma and
post-operative immobilization. Telerehabilitation should
be encouraged for all non-essential treatments. If hypomobility might negatively impact on patient’s health,
hands-on treatment may be considered but with adequate PPE [2, 35].
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Compartment syndrome
Open fractures
Periprosthetic fractures
Joint dislocations
Acute limb ischemia (including traumatic amputations)
Septic arthritis
Cauda equina Syndrome
Hip and intertrochanteric fractures in the elderly
Pelvic fractures
Spinal cord compression or radiculopathy due to unstable vertebral
fractures, spinal tumor, disc herniation, epidural abscess or hematoma
with worsening neurological symptoms and/or intractable pain
Complex fractures or long bone fractures that may lead to loss of
function or permanent disability if treated non-operatively
Necrotizing fasciitis

(e.g. saw, drill) utilized during orthopaedic surgery
are known to generate aerosols [59], limited data is
currently available regarding the risk of virus
spread. Therefore, electrocautery use should be
minimized and power set at the lowest possible.
Suction devices should always be employed to reduce surgical smoke and aerosols generated during
motorized procedures [61]. Using absorbable sutures is advisable to diminish the need of additional
post-operative visits. For the same reason, the use
of a splint rather than a plaster to immobilize a
limb is preferred [45]. In addition, transparent film
dressings are useful when planning remote wound
evaluation [37].
4. Exit room. Before leaving the OR, the surgeon
should remove sterile gown and gloves and perform
an accurate hand hygiene. Once in the exit room,
PPE is sequentially removed, starting from the lead
garment followed by the surgical hood, goggles,
shoe covers and the respirator. Hand disinfection
should be repeated after removing each piece of
PPE.
5. Exit dressing room. Surgical personnel can change
and leave the operative complex.
Postoperative care and inpatient management

After surgery, suspected or COVID-19+ patients should
be transferred to an isolation room with contact and
droplet precautions, or to the ICU if needed. In case of a
negative test, patients may be routinely treated with
standard precautions [55]. Several strategies to reduce
contacts with inpatients have been proposed. Utilizing
long-lasting wound dressings may reduce the need for
repeated visits. Massey et al. proposed to position

Outpatient care and telemedicine

During the pandemic, face-to-face visits should be limited
to urgent cases and post-operative care that cannot be
self-provided or remotely delivered. The latter include
wound check, suture removal, evaluation of fracture reduction, highly symptomatic patients suspected for
healing-related complications and follow-up visits that
may likely change the management of the case [45]. All
patients accessing the clinic should wear a face mask and
undergo temperature check. In case of flu-like symptoms
or exposure to confirmed or suspected cases, patients
should be redirected to the emergency department for further evaluation [10]. Companions should not be allowed,
except for non-ambulatory and disabled patients. All
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providers should perform frequent and accurate hand hygiene, adopt droplet precautions and wear appropriate
PPE (a disposable gown, non-sterile gloves, a face shield
or goggles, a FFP2/N95 respirator or a surgical mask if unavailable) [10].
In all cases not needing urgent face-to-face visits,
telemedicine may be employed as a useful adjunct to
minimize the spread of COVID-19 while ensuring
continuous care [30]. In addition to phone consultations, telemedicine offers the possibility to perform
remote virtual visits through the use of video-based
platforms (e.g. Microsoft Teams™, Skype™). Such applications are now widely available and accessible by
most smartphones and notebooks. This technology
may be useful to triage new consults and conduct
follow-up or non-urgent post-operative visits in quarantined patients [37]. Direct visualization may allow
for a rapid inspection and implementation of wearable
sensors may facilitate outcome assessment in certain
situations (e.g. knee range of motion after total knee
arthroplasty) [10]. In addition, these platforms can facilitate the diffusion of educational media, deliver outcome evaluation questionnaires and enhance patience
rehabilitation [35]. Among these advantages, telemedicine also abates the use of PPE, reduces the risk of
loss to follow-up and avoids that patients feel abandoned by their physician. However, the use of public
virtual platforms raises concerns regarding privacy violations and unwanted data sharing. Thence, patients
should be preventively informed about such risks before using third-party software [24]. Nevertheless, it is
imperative to make patients aware that a virtual visit
cannot replace face-to-face examination and the ultimate diagnosis of their condition.

(1) Patient and provider safety: interpersonal distancing
is required together with proper use of PPE and
patient contact restricted to the minimum needed;
(2) Provision of necessary care: orthopaedic residents
must continue to participate in the diagnosis and
treatment of musculoskeletal disorders;
(3) System sustainability: resident workforce should be
disposed to obtain the maximum output with
minimum effort in respect of resource availability
and institutional necessities;
(4) System flexibility: the strategy should be tailored to
the evolving pandemic and able to adapt to future
unpredictable changes;
(5) Preservation of command and control: hospital
overload, redeployment in COVID-19 departments
and disruption of the daily routine are posing a significant stress for residents and trainees. Emotional
overwhelming, inadequacy and uncertainty of the
future are all factors that may promptly lead to
burnout and must be acquainted by program directors [18].
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The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on resident
education

Due to the reduced volume of orthopaedic cases, several
departments have adopted a “residency surge plan”, with
a part of trainees committed to routine hospital duties
and the remaining quarantined at home or redeployed
in COVID-19-dedicated wards [28]. Disruption of orthopaedic residency routine, usually consisting of surgical
training, inpatient and outpatient care, will likely have
an enormous impact on resident education [13]. This is
particularly relevant when considering that surgical
training is practical in nature and is normally delivered
in a climate of increasing autonomy, responsibility and
complexity. Therefore, preserving orthopaedic education
integrity while safeguarding resident health is a priority.
Schwartz et al. [43] have recently proposed a structured strategy to reorganize the orthopaedic residency
program based on five basic principles:

Bearing these principles in mind, residents may be divided in two teams: “active-duty” and “remotely working”. While “active-duty” members are mainly involved
in clinical tasks, “remotely working” residents may support the active group with administrative assignments
and bureaucratic practices. Whenever possible, clinical
and surgical care should be limited to the faculty so as
to reduce resident exposure, considering their front-line
involvement in patient care [43].
Removal from routine orthopaedic duties inevitably interrupts the learning flow typical of residency. Therefore,
program directors must provide residents with novel
learning tools and possibilities. In this regard, virtual
learning is an efficacious solution with multiple advantages, including the possibility to review recorded content, access imaging data and share relevant media
without the need of personal contact. Apart from scheduled lectures, these platforms may be also employed to
deliver case presentations, multidisciplinary meetings
and conference talks. To date, several applications are
available for this scope (e.g. Microsoft Teams™, Google
Classroom™, Zoom™) [28].
The reduced surgical volume poses a double-edged
condition to residents: whilst the absence of strict time
constrains (as occurring during ordinary elective practice) may allow in-house trainees to acquire surgical
techniques in a more relaxed environment, the overall
decrease of surgical activity abates the chance of handson learning for most residents. In this regard, surgical
simulation may be useful to improve practical skills away
from the OR. Cadaveric dissection and procedural
courses [25], virtual reality training [48] and
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arthroscopic simulators [21] are useful resources that
may be improved and exploited to implement surgical
education in the COVID-19 era. In addition, video-based
education may further promote surgical training by providing audiovisual contents on indications, preoperative
workup, OR setting, operative techniques and postoperative care [12]. Furthermore, diminished clinical and surgical demands offer the opportunity to intensify
independent study, research activity and future career
planning [28].

resource allocation and promote the belief that everyone
is struggling for the greater good.
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Ethical considerations

Since millennia, the patient-physician relationship has
been founded on mutual respect, empathy and shared
decision-making, with the absolute priority of defending
patients’ health. For orthopaedic surgeons, this implies
selecting the most appropriate strategy to deal with pain
and disability while considering patients’ comorbidities
and expectations. Most often, this does not lead to save
one’s life but to preserve his quality of life, which is not
always less important. In presence of a global pandemic,
each clinician is required to move his own focus from
the individual to the collectivity, in order to satisfy the
needs of the general population rather than the single
patient. In this public health framework, a physician may
not be allowed to do what he considers the best for his
patients. In certain situations, some providers may be
compelled to judge which patients should be intensively
treated or not, thus incontrovertibly impacting on their
prognosis [17].
As orthopaedic surgeons, appropriately selecting which
patients should undergo surgery is essential not to drain
vital resources from ICUs and COVID-19 departments.
In case of clinical equipoise, i.e. when both conservative
and operative management may likely lead to equivalent
results, the former should be preferred whenever possible [37].
Preserving provider safety is essential to guarantee further care to the general population. To date, more than
500 healthcare providers have died of COVID-19 [32].
Fighting on the front line against SARS-CoV-2, especially when the limited availability of PPE cannot ensure
an adequate protection, poses a vital risk on clinicians,
especially the elder and the ones affected by serious comorbidities [22, 27]. This risk may be further increased
in case of redeployment, which inevitably causes to work
outside of one’s comfort zone, where errors are more
likely to occur and lack of competency may lead to
undecidedness, with terrible consequences [17, 41].
The COVID-19 pandemic imposes a significant psychological burden on every healthcare provider involved
in the crisis [18]. In order to prevent such discomfort, it
is imperative to develop proper protocols to rationalize
personnel working hours and departmentalization, guide

What to expect from the future?

The COVID-19 pandemic has precipitated an unequalled global health crisis. Despite the prompt response in most countries, the different chronology of
local outbreaks and the disparity among containment
measures adopted pose a great hurdle to provide universal indications applicable for all facilities [49]. Furthermore, pandemic dynamics are continuously evolving
thus needing careful monitoring and formulation of flexible dispositions that may be more or less permissive depending on COVID-19 prevalence, workforce availability
and PPE supplies. Surgical indication should be continuously reassessed based on local, regional and national
situations in accordance with both facility requirements
and regulations from the authorities. Redeployment in
COVID-19 units may be necessary and should not be
disregarded, especially if reallocation might protect elder
and weaker coworkers. Safety of all providers must be
guaranteed with no exceptions. Nowadays, telemedicine
offers incomparable advantages to remotely check our
patients, although its limitations should not be
neglected. Departmental activities should be adapted to
actual clinical needs and education for resident and fellows should be promptly reorganized: they are the future
of our profession.
COVID-19 has rapidly disrupted our routine in ways
that would have been considered unconceivable in the
contemporary era. Nonetheless, the fight against such a
common enemy is awakening a sense of fraternity that is
bringing the scientific community together with efforts
never seen before. Whether these strategies are to be
successful, history will judge us.
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